
Crossing the Red. Scenery for Broken Hill, NSW (YBHI). 
 
Broken Hill is the legendary Outback town which became famous for its history of 
mining companies (BHP) and successful labor organization. (See Jeff's excellent Pilots 
Guide and its film clip.) 
 
You may need to take a extra step to have scenery for the airport. This note considers 
four situations. (Situation #2 is probably the most relevant for our pilots.) 
 
1. You have Orbx Australia v2 without OZx addons. You have not installed either the OZx 
package of sceneries or the OZx-like scenery for Broken Hill by Craig Hanley. And you 
have not run the "Fixer" batch file that helps integrate the OZx package with AUv2. 
 
In this case. you need do nothing. 
 
2. You have Australia v2 installed and have run the "Fixer". You have not installed the 
Craig Hanley Broken Hill scenery and you are not interested in doing so.  
 
Here you need to do one thing to make the AUv2 version work properly.  
 

Go to your Orbx AUv2 scenery folder - something like:   
"X:\Prepar3D v4\ORBX\FTX_AU\FTXAUv2_05_SCENERY\scenery)" 
 
Look for the files "FTX_AUS_YBHI_objects.bgl.off" and 
"ADE_FTX_AUS_YBHI.bgl.off". 
 
Then eliminate the ".off" in each name to produce: 
"FTX_AUS_YBHI_objects.bgl"and "ADE_FTX_AUS_YBHI.bgl 

 
You are now fine and will see the "Neil Hill" version of the Broken Hill airport. Sort of 
generic but plenty usable for our purposes. 
 
3. You have Australia v2 installed and have run the "Fixer". And you want to use the 
special Craig Hanley OZx-like version of Broken Hill aerodrome. 

 
You can download v1.1 from Craig Hanley here: 
https://1drv.ms/u/s!AljSPuz4OpdXwRTMJI8vHW3P-MAa 
 
Install this scenery as you would any other. Then go in the "scenery" folder to 
find 
ch_YBHI_ADEX_CVX.bgl 
 
and rename it: 
ch_YBHI_ADEX_CVX.bgl.OFF 

https://1drv.ms/u/s!AljSPuz4OpdXwRTMJI8vHW3P-MAa


 
You now have a more accurate and characterful rendition of Broken Hill aerodrome with 
its small terminal and its historic Royal Flying Doctor Service operations center. (This is a 
good OZx-quality depiction of the historic field. The terminal, RFDS base, and aero club 
are individually modeled.) I appreciate what Craig Hanley has done and will use his 
version. However, for the current "Crossing the Red" excursion, the AUv2 "Neil Hill" 
version is just fine. 
 
4. You are running Orbx Australia v1. Here you will not have run the "Fixer". And (I think) 
you have a bare-bones Broken Hill airport and need do nothing special. If you want to 
install the Craig Hanley scenery, follow #3 above but do not rename the CVX file.  
 
Hope this helps, 
Mike MacKuen 
January 8, 2020 
 
PS. Here is a widely unwatched video of a member of the Broken Hill Aero Club flying his 
Grumman Tiger out of the airport, over the city, and around the area. In the first bits, 
you can catch a few glimpses of the actual airport layout. However, I'm worried about 
the right-seat passenger who seems to be gripping onto the glareshield throughout the 
flight. Hope he is ok.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zhb5w6NG2bg 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zhb5w6NG2bg

